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EDITORIAL 

 

Eshana has had a long and colourful history.  It was already a well established 

Gurudas college platform for expressing thoughts, writings, reviews and research by 

college teachers when we, Monika Mehta and Swati Mukerji, took over as joint editors in 

2019.  We had the formidable task of clearing a backlog of 3 successive years’ 

publications (2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19) before we could bring it up to date.  All had 

been going well, but this year the number of contributions have been dismal and we have 

come to the conclusion that the journal has perhaps outgrown its usefulness.  Hence it is 

with a heavy heart that we declare 2022-23 to be the swan song of Eshana under our 

editorship.  We wish the new editors success in their endeavours and hope Eshana can be 

revived to its former glory in future. 

 

 

Dr. Monika Mehta  

Dr. Swati Mukerji  

(Joint Eds.)  
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THE SERPENT WOMAN PROTOTYPE AND BOLLYWOOD FEMALE 

REPRESENTATION 

Anuja Bagchi, SACT-1,  

Department of Journalism, Gurudas College 

 

 

Goddess Manasa is the anointed goddess of serpents. She is represented in the 

Hindu iconography with snakes. The iconography establishes her supremacy over the 

snakes. She is powerful, she is vindictive and she is a goddess who calls the shots without 

any significant male consort. Though the Mahabharata tells us that Muni Jaratkaru is her 

husband, Manasa stands alone in the iconography, with the motif of an independent 

woman writ large in public consciousness. She derives her power from the snakes, the 

symbol of fertility, sensuality and primitive fear.  She is surrounded by snakes and resides 

in a lotus pond, which again is the abode of snakes. She adorns herself with snakes. The 

snake or the serpent is also sacred. The Hindu mythology has invested snakes with the 

primordial power called kulakundalini. The sacred feminine and the Serpent have a 

long tradition in Indian consciousness. From medieval Bengali literature like Mangal 

Kavya to Bollywood films like Naag Panchami, goddess Manasa has been portrayed as 

the angry and vindictive feminine force, up in arms against masculine domination. In 

both the literature and films, it is Shiva-worshipper versus Manasa.  Bollywood validates 

and at the same time takes away the agency of the snake-goddess through its portrayal of 

the shape-shifting snake-women. 

 

In the film Naag Panchami (1972), Goddess Manasa is shown primarily as a 

woman trying to establish her self-identity. This comes close to the feminist ideals of 

agency and identity. She takes up this uphill task of taking on the patriarchal society 

represented by the merchant Chandradhar.  Snakes are her power and revenge is her 

tool. Her ornaments have snakes as motif.  Yet this very avenging nature leads to her 

downfall at the end. Manasa sets out to establish her worship on earth through 

Chandradhar, who is a Shiva-worshipper and the prototype of a male-dominated 

society. He is male; he holds power and does not submit to Manasa’s claim of goddess-

hood at great personal price. Manasa kills all his six sons and Lakhinder too, leaving a 

relentless trail of revenge-seeking throughout the film. At the end of the movie though, 

this unbending goddess-to-be seeks forgiveness from her father Shiva. She praises 
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Behula as the “Mahan Sati”. Thus making Manasa conform to the notions of patriarchy 

like the concept of “Sati”; the rebellion is successfully quelled. She is reduced to being 

the mere daughter of Shiva, the god to whom the patriarchal society pays obeisance. The 

film takes away Manasa’s power as a lone powerful goddess with agency. Shiva’s 

Tandav is her punishment. The independent woman is thus kept under control with the 

fear of patriarchal retribution.  

 

Nagina, Nagin, Nigahen, Sheshnag, Jaani dushman, Hiss, Nag Mani, Naag 

lok - there are ample instances of serpent-movies which predominantly deal with shape-

shifting (Ichhadhari) females delving into the theme of revenge or seeking of lost love. 

The snake-woman movies have created a potent sub-culture where the agency resides in 

the women, yet they use it for protection of the patriarchal values thus giving validation 

to the power of the woman and her use of it. The text may seem feminist but the sub-text 

is essentially anti-feminist. The subservience arises out of love, sex and the institution 

called marriage. Among the serpent-movies, Nagin, Nagina and Nigahen have complete 

storyline and a semblance of plot. Though Nagin as a film is sketchy and not executed 

well, and Nigahen is a sequel which does not measure up to the original, Nagina became 

a cult classic of the Serpent-movie genre. Its cult classic status becomes clear when years 

later, in another serpent movie Nache Naagin Gali Gali (1989), we see the climax song 

of Naagina being played on a TV screen, watched by the protagonist Nag. 

  

Bollywood has shown the relation between the eternal feminine and the snake 

through its ‘Nagin’ or shape-shifting serpent-women movies. In these films, we see the 

female transforming into serpent, highlighting the feminine sexual energy. These serpent-

women are independent, and they are the chief protagonists or prime-movers in the film. 

The stories revolve around the serpent-woman.  The film Nagin (1976) establishes all the 

parameters to be a shape-shifter movie. It must be related to snakes, the symbol of 

eroticism and primitive fear. It has the female as the avenging Nagin.  Love and sex are in 

the core of this revenge-drama. It uses sensuality of the female body signifying the potent 

power of female sexuality. It has Nagin’s confrontation with the Sapera, with the Sapera 

standing as the protector of male bastion, thus withstanding the essentially feminine 

power of the Nagin.  It is not for nothing that the Sapera dons black in all the serpent 

movies signifying absence of colour, and the Ichhadhari Nagins wear vibrant colours, 

including red. 
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In the film Nagin, The blue-eyed shape-shifter woman loses her companion on 

their night of “Milan” (Consummation). Thing to note here is that her male companion 

Nag, though a shape-shifter is not blue-eyed. The colour blue indicates the Nagin’s 

special powers. The Nagin wears costumes with snake-motif, alluding to the Manasa 

myth.  After her lover is killed by a human, the Nagin goes on a killing spree. She uses 

her sexual power to entrap the men. Sometimes she uses her vulnerability too. All the 

female actors whose shapes she takes are full of sex appeal, which is significant. The 

body-hugging dresses also emphasise the raw sexual energy. The colour of the dresses 

are vibrant, and most of the times, red.  Nagin’s eroticism is a weapon of destruction. 

This is contrasted with the white dress she dons after each strike, white, the colour of 

widowhood. Thus the Nagin is primarily portrayed as someone’s widow. This makes her 

identity a part of the male, raising questions about her separate identity. The Sapera, 

who is helping her victims, is a Shiva-worshipper. The Nagin confronts him. This scene 

of confrontation reiterates the Nagin’s vindictiveness and agency, a lone woman on her 

path of revenge. A very significant dialogue to note is when the Sapera explains her 

vindictiveness to her victims. He equates Nagin with animals and says that animals do not 

have reason or logic. The Sapera relegates the female to the position of an animal devoid 

of reasoning power. Here we see the patriarchal logic at play which diminishes the 

“humanness” of women. At the end of the movie Nagin is punished by death. 

 

Let us talk about the film Nagina (1986), starring Sridevi. The choice of Sridevi 

as the serpent-woman is very significant. She is tall, curvaceous, and in each frame with 

the male protagonists in her film, she steals the show. In short, she is a woman who does 

not fade into insignificance when compared to her male counterpart. This film too checks 

all the boxes of the movie Nagin in its way of becoming a cult-classic. The serpent-

woman is invested with goddess-like power. Snakes do her bidding thus equating her 

with Manasa, goddess of the serpents. The shape-shifting itself signifies her supernatural 

power. In the film Nagina we first see an inkling of her true identity when her eyes turn 

blue. Then not long afterwards we see in a close-up the motif of snake superimposed on 

her face, the serpent in awakening. In the hospital, her bed-ridden husband talks to her 

about her probable divinity and divine powers. Her husband’s supine position makes it 

clear that the masculinity is passive and unaware. He calls her Devi, the goddess. Here 

the prototype of Manasa is quite clear as Manasa is a goddess yet not fully anointed in 
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the pantheon of Hindu gods. Rajni, the Nagin is powerful in mysterious ways, yet she 

waits for the male for years in a white dress. The colour white reminds us of widowhood 

and remembrance. Its only when the male returns from abroad that the Nagin dons 

vibrant colours. Rajni kills the attacking male snake sent by the Sapera, harking back to 

the earlier film, Nagin where the serpent-woman kills the Naag Raj. The text of the 

snake-films is about the empowered demi-goddess, but the sub-text is that of a housewife 

who fights for her Suhaag and marital home.  

 

The power of goddess Manasa thus is usurped by a sexualized snake-woman’s 

subservience to patriarchy. The Sapera is the prototype for Chand Sadagar who is 

challenging the power of the serpent goddess. The snake–woman is simultaneously 

Manasa and Behula. In both Nagin and Nagina, “women hold a secret power that 

though empowering can only be used in retaliation to something. Their existence as 

Nagins might be their truest form but they morph to serve certain worldly purposes”1. So 

we see that the powerful Manasa prototype serves the male interest. At the climax, 

Nagina warns the Sapera that the power of a “Sati” will destroy him. So, the power that 

was her very own now has a name. That is the power of a ‘Sati”, a loyal wife. Nagin’s 

power is converted into that of a wife’s power. At the end, Sapera frees the Nagin from 

her power so that she can live happily with her husband. Her consent to this 

powerlessness is not asked for. The film ends with these words, “and they happily lived 

thereafter”. The pre-condition to this happiness demands powerlessness on Nagin’s 

behalf. After Mahabharata, we see the metaphor of Sati re-emerging in Bollywood 

movies. In Mahabharata, the wife of Jaratkaru was made to live the life of a loyal wife. 

Here, Rajni’s punishment for enjoying a long spell of a powerful life is to lose all her 

powers. 

 

One of the yardsticks that can be adopted to establish that these serpent-movies do 

not speak of feminism or gender equality, rather of anti-feminism, is the presence of the 

Male Gaze. "The social context of patriarchy gives the gaze a masculine character"2 The 

body of the Nagin becomes the focus of pleasure for the audience of the film. In Nagin, 

we see Nagin for the first time in a long shot which captures her body from behind, in a 

                                                             
1 Sharma M, (June 11, 2022). The Snaky Feminism of Naagin and Naagina. 
2 Lutz, Collins. (1993). p.365 
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body-hugging sensual dress which leaves most of her body exposed. This first shot of 

hers sets the tone for the rest of the movie. All the dance moves are designed to serve the 

purpose of eroticism. This snaky eroticism is the main staple of the plot.” “Roy is forced 

to apply her human form to the tensile strength of a man’s vulnerability – an attractive 

woman”3 Towards the end of the movie, Nagin, acting as the girlfriend of her victim, 

shows her ample cleavage while dancing provocatively. Nagin’s stare is pitted against 

the male gaze. From beginning to end, the body of the Nagin raises the question about 

the power of Nagin. Is she really powerful? Or, is she the product of male fantasy? In 

Nagina, the Sapera and his companions play beens, the beens representing the phallus. 

“The Nagina rushes indoor, her body framed against a wall. She writhes, rolls and gyrates 

in a frenzy of orgiastic arousal. She holds her husband's picture to her breasts, as she rolls 

on the bed, her body heaving with the transformative pleasure of being a snake.”4 The 

representation of the Nagin is done through male gaze. 

 

The serpent-woman movies, which could be films dealing with the theme of 

equality as far as gender is concerned actually emerge as anti-feminist fables. In the space 

of Dominant and Subaltern discourse, the woman emerges not as the triumphant one; 

rather she compromises to retain her position and accepts the domination. Thus the fight 

for acceptance that began with goddess Manasa in Naag Panchami ends with the defeat 

of the serpent-goddess in the snake movies.3  

                                                             
3 Sharma M. (June11, 2022). The Snaky Feminism of Naagin and Naagina. 
4 Kavoori Anandam P, Christina J. Nagina, Conversations with snake. 
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MYCORRHIZA: THE TALKING DEVICE FOR PLANTS 

Anindya Bhattacharyya, SACT-1,  

Department of Biochemistry, Gurudas College 

  

 

Recent decades have seen dramatic advancements in technology. The quantum 

leap in smart phone devices has brought the world to our fingertips. This phenomenal 

success of the mobile sector is a blessing for us. Plants, like humans, can communicate 

with one another. They also have a device that allows them to communicate with the 

other plants. This gadget is nothing more than a mycorrhizal fungal colony. The term 

mycorrhiza refers to a mutually beneficial symbiotic relationship between a fungus and a 

plant.  It is concerned with the fungus' role in the plant's rhizosphere, or root system [1].  

 

Mycorrhizae play critical roles in plant nutrition, soil biology, and soil chemistry 

[2]. A mycorrhizal network (also called common mycorrhizal network or CMN) is an 

underground hyphal network formed by mycorrhizal fungi that connect individual plants 

and transfers water, carbon, nitrogen, and other nutrients and minerals [3]. 

 

This underground network between plants and fungi is essential for the survival of 

the plants, and it has an immense impact on agronomy. Dr. Suzanne Simard, a pioneer 

worker, discovered that when nearby aspen, paper birch, and cottonwood were removed, 

up to 10% of newly planted Douglas fir became ill and died [4][33].  Simard chose to 

look at the fungi that affect Douglas fir and paper birch in British Columbian woods for 

her doctoral thesis. She didn't get any support from her primarily male peers, save from 

her supervisor [5]. 

 

Simard found that fungi connect practically every tree in a forest, including trees 

of various species, by analyzing the DNA in root tips and tracking the passage of 

molecules through underground conduits. Through these underground connections, 

nutrients, hormones, alarm signals, and carbon can all be transferred from one tree to 

another [6].  The many roles that mycorrhizal networks appear to play in woodland have 

earned them a colloquial nickname: the Wood Wide Web, in analogy to the many roles 

that the World Wide Web appears to play in human communities [7]. 
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A source-sink model has been proposed to drive the flux of nutrients and water 

through hyphal networks, in which plants growing in conditions of relatively high 

resource availability (e.g., high-light or high-nitrogen environments) transfer carbon or 

nutrients to plants growing in less favourable conditions. The transfer of carbon from 

plants with leaves in high-light conditions in the forest canopy to plants in the shaded 

understory, where light availability limits photosynthesis, is a common example [4][8]. 

 

Seedlings cut off from the forest's underground lifelines have a much higher 

chance of dying than their networked counterparts. And when a tree dies, it sometimes 

leaves a significant portion of its carbon to its neighbours [9]. 

 

Mycorrhizal networks can be divided into two primary categories: 

1. Arbuscular mycorrhizal networks and  

2. Ectomycorrhizal networks. 

 

Plants that associate with glomeromycetes form arbuscular mycorrhizal networks. 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal associations (also known as endomycorrhizas) are the most 

common among land plants and are formed by 150-200 known fungal species, though 

true fungal diversity may be much higher. This association is widely assumed to have low 

host specificity. Recent research has revealed that some host plants prefer certain 

glomeromycete species. 

 

Ectomycorrhizal networks form when plants associate with ectomycorrhizal fungi 

and multiply via ectomycorrhizal extramatrical mycelium. Unlike glomeromycetes, 

ectomycorrhizal fungal is a diverse and polyphyletic group of 10,000 fungal species. 

These associations are more specific and are more common in temperate and boreal 

forests [10]. 

 

The mycorrhizal fungi use the carbohydrates produced by the host plants' 

photosynthetic processes to fuel their metabolism or expand their hyphal networks, while 

the host plant gains advantages from the fungus partner, such as improved nutrient uptake 

from the soil, drought resistance, and increased resistance to soil and foliar pathogens and 

other organisms [11].  
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A common mycorrhizal network (CMN), or simply a mycorrhizal network, is a 

physical unit formed by interconnected networks of mycorrhizal fungal hyphae 

connecting plants of the same or different species, and it benefits both partners. The 

fungal partner creates mycorrhizal networks, which can range in size from square 

centimetres to tens of square meters and can be initiated by either Arbuscular mycorrhiza 

(AM) or Ectomycorrhizal (ECM) fungi. AM networks are less expansive than ECM 

networks, but they can attach many plants because AM fungi are less picky about which 

hosts they choose and thus can form larger networks [12].  

 

The scientific community is divided on what constitutes communication, but the 

extent of communication influences how a biologist perceives behaviours. 

Communication is commonly defined as the transmission or exchange of information. 

Biological communication, on the other hand, is frequently defined by how information 

transfer affects fitness in both the sender and the receiver. To communicate with their 

neighbours and lessen environmental damage, plants produce chemicals both above and 

below the surface of the ground. These chemicals are called infochemicals. Mycorrhizal 

networks were found to transport infochemicals in a study of orange seedlings, and their 

existence altered plant growth and increased the production of signalling molecules [13]. 

 

Allelochemicals, defensive chemicals, and nutrients are the three main types of 

infochemicals [14] that have been shown to act as response-inducing signals or cues by 

plants in mycorrhizal networks, as evidenced by increased effects on plant behaviour.  

 

Allelopathic communication 

Allelopathy is the process by which plants create allelochemicals, secondary 

metabolites that can obstruct the growth of other plants or creatures. Allelochemicals can 

interfere with respiration by affecting nutrient uptake, photosynthesis, and growth. They 

can also interfere with defence genes, mitochondrial function, and membrane 

permeability [15]. Allelochemicals are released by plants in response to biotic and abiotic 

stresses in their environment, and they are frequently combined with defensive 

compounds. Plants produce a variety of allelochemicals, such as thiophenes and juglone, 

which can be volatilized or exuded into the rhizosphere by the roots [16]. 
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Allelochemicals must exist in high enough concentrations to be toxic to have a 

negative effect on a target plant, but, like animal pheromones, allelochemicals are 

released in very small amounts and rely on the reaction of the target plant to amplify their 

effects [17]. 

 

Several studies have found a link between higher levels of allelochemicals in 

target plants and the presence of mycorrhizal networks. These findings strongly suggest 

that mycorrhizal networks increase the transfer of allelopathic chemicals and expand the 

range, known as the bio-active zone, within which they can disperse and function [18]. 

 

Defensive communication 

Mycorrhizal networks can link a wide variety of plants and offer common 

channels through which they can convey infochemicals relevant to herbivore or pathogen 

attacks, enabling receiving plants to respond similarly to the afflicted or infested plants 

[19]. These infochemicals are derived from a wide range of plants. 

 

Plants that are attacked can undergo physical changes such as strengthening cell 

walls, depositing callose, or forming cork [20]. They can also cause biochemical changes 

such as the production of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) or the activation of genes 

that produce other defensive enzymes, many of which are toxic to pathogens or 

herbivores. Salicylic acid (SA) and its derivatives, such as methyl salicylate, are VOCs 

that aid plants in recognizing infection or attack and organizing other plant defences, and 

animal exposure to them can result in pathological processes [21]. Terpenoids, which act 

similarly to methyl salicylate, are produced as constituents in many plants or as a 

response to stress [22]. The jasmonate (JA) pathway produces a class of VOCs known as 

jasmonates [23]. Jasmonates are used in plant defence against insects and pathogens, and 

they can induce the expression of proteases, which help plants defend against insect 

attacks [24]. Plants respond to attacks in a variety of ways, including the production of 

VOCs, which studies show can coordinate defences among plants connected by 

mycorrhizal networks [25].  

 

Communication through nutrients 

Numerous investigations have revealed that AM and ECM networks are used to 

transmit carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus between conspecific and heterospecific plants. 
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Strontium and rubidium, which are calcium and potassium analogs, respectively, have 

also been shown to move via an AM network between conspecific plants, suggesting that 

other nutrients may also be transmitted [26]. There is evidence that these alterations have 

improved the nutrition, growth, and survival of receiving plants, leading scientists to 

hypothesize that nutrient transfer via mycorrhizal networks may function to affect the 

behaviour of receiving plants by triggering physiological or biochemical changes [27]. 

 

There can be three ways of communication through nutrients: 

1. Source-sink relationship [28][29] 

2. Preferential transfer [30] and 

3. Kin-related mechanism [31]. 

 

These transfer mechanisms can speed up the transport of nutrients through 

mycorrhizal networks and cause associated plants to behave differently as shown by 

morphological or physiological changes as a result of the infochemicals being transmitted 

[32]. 

 

The transport of carbon, nitrogen, and water from an older tree connected by a 

mycorrhizal network also increased photosynthesis in Douglas fir seedlings [33]. 

Furthermore, nutrient transfer from older to younger trees on a network can significantly 

boost the growth rates of the younger recipients [34]. Environmental stress has also 

triggered nutrient transfer by causing carbon to move from the roots of the stressed plant 

to the roots of a conspecific plant [35] via a mycorrhizal network [36]. Thus, nutrients 

transferred through mycorrhizal networks act as signals and cues to the connected plants, 

causing them to change their behaviour [37]. 
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Abstract 

Intelligent behaviour is a type of complicated adaptive conduct that allows for 

solving problems. This word does not apply to plants in general. The notion was long 

overdue, according to the current article; therefore researchers attempted to comprehend 

the complexity of green plants, which communicate in a number of ways. This article 

examines whether plants have the ability to solve problems and hence qualify as 

intelligent organisms. The sophisticated molecular network present in every plant cell 

that underpins plant behaviour is detailed in greater detail. The issues that many plants 

confront and that require solutions are briefly explored, as well as some of the types of 

behaviour utilized to tackle these problems. Essentially, a simple method of comparing 

plant intelligence is demonstrated. Finally, it was determined that plants show the 

elementary types of behaviour that neuroscientists refer to as basic intelligence, giving 

rise to the idea of Plant Neurobiology. 

 

Keywords: Intelligent, Plants, Memory, Communication,  

 

Introduction 

Plants account for more than 99% of the world's biomass. Life on Earth is only 

feasible because plants exist (Mancuso and Viola, 2015). For centuries, Western 

philosophy and science regarded animals as thoughtless entities with little intellect, and 

plants as having no intelligence at all. We have not uncovered the ‘brain’ in plants, and 

plants do not have a localized brain. However, new research has destroyed that belief. 

Plants, like mammals, encounter numerous issues, but their approaches differ greatly. 

Plants must obtain energy, reproduce, and avoid predators. Plant adaptation occurs when 

they see, remember and process their experiences in the world. These are the pillars of 

Plant Neurobiology, which seeks to understand how plants perceive and respond in an 

integrated and intentional manner. The logic for this endeavour is the notion that 

intelligent, flexible behaviour necessitates coordination across the many plant structures. 
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This necessitates the integration of information signalling between root and shoot systems 

in order to fulfill the plant's ultimate goals through phenotypic, morphological, and 

physiological flexibility. 

 

Plants are incredibly adept at problem resolution. They can grow through shaded 

locations to find light, and many of them even spin their leaves during the day to catch 

the greatest light. They can do so through actions such as etiolation and shadow 

avoidance. They have photoreceptors that are structurally comparable to those found in 

mammals, such as phytochromes, cryptochromes, phototrophins, and zeaxanthins. Some 

plants go a different approach, obtaining energy by feeding on creatures ranging from 

insects to mice to birds. The most well-known of them is the Venus flytrap, although 

there are at least 600 species of animal-eating plants, sometimes known as insectivorous 

plants. To do this, they have evolved intricate lures and quick responses to capture, hold 

and consume animal prey. Each decision made by a plant is based on this sort of 

computation. Scientists have discovered that roots do not float around aimlessly, but 

rather seek for the optimum spot to absorb water, avoid competition, and gather 

chemicals. In certain situations, roots will change path before hitting an impediment, 

demonstrating that plants have the ability to see an obstruction through their sensory 

system. Humans have five primary senses. However, scientists have revealed that plants 

have at least 20 separate sensors that they utilize to monitor complicated environmental 

circumstances. They have five senses that are similar to ours, but they also have extra 

ones that can measure humidity, detect gravity, and detect electromagnetic fields 

(Mancuso and Viola, 2015). 

 

Plants are sophisticated communicators who communicate in a number of ways. 

Chemical volatiles, electrical impulses, and even vibrations are used. Many plants will 

even notify other plants in their species when danger is approaching. A plant will transmit 

a chemical signal to other members of its species if it is attacked by an insect. This 

evolutionary strategy is powerful because it permits a plant to thrive even after losing 

90% or more of its biomass. 

 

Plants are made up of a large number of fundamental components that 

communicate as network nodes. Plants that lack singular organs or centralized functions 

can withstand predation without losing functioning. As a result, even if sections of the 
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plant are destroyed or chopped off, the plants may still survive and regenerate. The ability 

of a plant to regenerate itself is equally amazing. Witnessing the incredible ways in which 

trees can regenerate themselves would have been fantastically mystifying to humans, 

giving them the idea that trees had life-giving qualities beyond the normal. The touch-

me-not plant, Mimosa pudica, appears to be able to "remember" the difference between a 

perceived and a genuine threat and to recall this distinction. Instead of the alluring 

fragrance of honey, orchids utilize sex pheromones to attract insects. The insects are 

enticed inside because the orchid emits a chemical message comparable to that of a 

female of the same species. After being drawn inside the orchid by the aroma, they are 

then influenced in novel ways by the orchids. They are led through mazes where they 

collect pollen or flip trap doors that keep them within the orchid. When the bees fly out, 

they are sexually excited and hence attract additional females. When a tree becomes 

victimized by bugs, pheromone compounds are released into the soil via mycorrhizal 

fibres and are blown into the air by the trees to alert neighboring trees that an insect 

assault is impending and to prepare themselves by creating more polyphenol in their 

foliage. 

 

Johnsson and Israelsson (1968) documented instabilities and excesses in the 

approach of juvenile shoots or roots to the upright following a horizontal shift. Bennet 

Clerk and Ball (1951) described the gravitropic behaviour of several individual rhizomes, 

reporting overshoot, undershoot, growth in the incorrect direction at first, and continuous 

oscillations. Bose (1924) employed continuous recordings to show that the responses of 

Mimosa petioles, roots, styles and leaflets to temperature, mechanical and light stimuli 

frequently oscillated as they approached a new state of development. When leaves are 

deprived of water, stomata shrink, yet there is a propensity to overshoot and oscillate in 

the new steady state (Raschke, 1970). In distinct areas of maize leaves, fluctuations of the 

average stomatal aperture assessed by porometry were observed. Following re-watering 

after modest water stress, there is typically a phase of compensatory growth, indicating an 

error correcting mechanism (Stocker, 1960). Trees can lose enough leaves to adapt their 

numbers to current water availability. This is why deciduous trees drop their leaves 

throughout the winter when water is scarce. A trial-and-error process must be used to 

assess when enough has been dropped (Addicott, 1982). Prior exposure to milder 

circumstances of water stress or low temperature can improve resistance to drought or 

cold (Griffiths and McIntyre, 1993). Animal learning is comparable to such well-known 
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activity (acclimation) needing physiological and metabolic changes. Plants have enzymes 

responsible for their biosynthesis and conversion (Janeczko and Skoczowski, 2005). 

 

Ascent of sap or upward passage of water via a 300-foot-tall stem is one of the 

most mysterious and amazing characteristics of plants, particularly trees. Water rises to 

this level from the roots, which are deeply embedded in the earth. Surprisingly, it is 

mostly caused by a passive mechanism known as transpiration pull. Plants exhibit all of 

the necessary components of intelligent behaviour, assuming that their plastic, flexible 

development is behavior, in which they continuously record and evaluate a complex field 

of external stimuli, including information about the qualitative and quantitative aspects of 

light conditions, humidity, temperature, and other biotic and abiotic environmental inputs 

(Trewavas, 2009). Plant behaviour is equivalent to the intelligence of any other system 

that shows observable behaviour (e.g., development), individual variability, and 

adaptivity at the same time. Plants' bodies provide a plethora of information about their 

evolution. Because cell walls are permanent, every branch and twig has knowledge about 

the past. Plants, like many other living things, adjust their metabolic, regulatory, and 

developmental processes in response to environmental cues, including novel stimuli. 

 

Study on the intelligence of plants 

1. Perception in plants - The idea that plants can sense emotions was first reported in 

1848, when Gustav Fechner, a German experimental psychologist, proposed that 

plants can experience emotions and that healthy development may be promoted by 

discourse, attention, attitude and affection (Michael, 2004). In 1900, Indian scientist 

Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose performed botanical studies. Bose created a number of 

systems and tools for measuring electrical reactions in plants. Figure 1 depicts a 

Crescograph, a plant-study device. Plants can interact with other living beings, 

according to the researchers. 
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Figure1. Crescograph 

 

2. Plants brain - Memory is typically connected with recalling one's history, perceiving, 

storing, maintaining and retrieving knowledge about previous occurrences. 

Memories require traces of previous experiences to be not just retained, but also 

actively retrieved. Memory ideas are applied less often to the behaviour of higher 

plants, which appear to lack the core memory organ - the brain. Recent developments 

in plant science have revealed plants to be sensitive and communicative with active, 

problem-solving behaviour (Baluska et al., 2009). Plants can detect environmental 

signals and store the information carried by these signals in a variety of forms, such 

as changes in the concentration of small molecules, the abundance of proteins, 

modifications to their genetic material (e.g., methylation) or structural scaffold 

supporting DNA molecules in the cells. Plants may respond to the complete 

multicellular organism at the level of a single cell because individual cells can retain 

information about the vernalization and seed dormancy processes. Scientists 

discovered comparable zones in maize roots and Arabidopsis thaliana root apices, as 

well as fast cell elongation, which is characteristic of the elongation area. Charles 

Darwin and his son Francis undertook various experiments that resulted in a 

breakthrough in plant biology. As the cells inside the root are gradually moved from 

apex to base by their own growth and division, the transition zone of the root 

performs a particular function in the continuous development of the actin 

cytoskeleton. An arrangement of prominent actin bundles in the form of inverted 

conical arrays are fabricated from a perinuclear F-actin network with no particular 
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orientation and which is characteristic of meristematic cells. They contact 

perpendicularly and then align in parallel with the transverse cross-walls where they 

proceed to reassemble as dense mesh works of F-actin. The auxin efflux transporter, 

PIN1, was one of the very first proteins identified as being involved in the local 

polarized recycling of membranes within cells of root apices. PIN1 efflux carriers 

were shown to carry auxin into both endosomes and endocytic recycling vesicles, the 

contents of which topologically correlate to extracellular space. Roots are frequently 

found in darkness. When dark-grown roots are lit, they exhibit negative 

phototropism, presumably to escape to a dark environment. The illumination of 

Arabidopsis roots is related with accelerated root development, lending credence to 

the hypothesis of an escape reaction. 

 

3. Vision in plants - Plants actually have eyesight, and Charles Darwin demonstrated 

this by explaining how a potted plant develops towards a window. Although plants 

are sessile creatures, practically all of their organs move in space, necessitating the 

use of plant-specific senses to determine their optimal position in relation to their 

neighbor's. Recent research suggests that plants may detect shapes and colours 

(Baluska and Mancuso, 2016). It is hardly unexpected that light plays an important 

signalling function in plant growth. The plant's photosynthetic productivity is 

determined by its ability to perceive, assess, and respond to light quality, amount, 

and direction. Plants have their own light sensors that are distributed throughout 

their stems and leaves. Plants, being sessile creatures, have developed a high level of 

developmental flexibility to optimize their growth and reproduction in response to 

environmental cues such as light, temperature, humidity, and salt. Plants use a 

variety of sensory systems to receive and transduce certain environmental 

information. Light is one of the most important environmental cues influencing plant 

growth and development. Light controls multiple developmental processes in the 

plant life cycle, including seed germination, seedling de-etiolation, leaf expansion, 

stem elongation, phototropism, stomata and chloroplast movement, shade avoidance, 

circadian rhythms and flowering time. 

 

4. Movements in plants – It is fascinating to watch plant structures shift in reaction to 

stimuli. It is certainly an act of intelligence since it entails a cascade of biochemical 

and biological actions. Plants do create motions, sometimes fast ones, according to 
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diligent observers like Darwin in the nineteenth century. Plants not only move, but 

their movements may be rather quick, such as the closure of carnivorous plants' traps 

or the folding up of leaflets in certain plants. There is wonder in investigating the 

aerial prop root systems of banyan plants. They have thick woody trunks that might 

become indistinguishable from the main stem with age. Old trees can extend out 

laterally and cover a large area by employing prop roots. Leguminosae species use 

floral organ movements to improve cross pollination. There are numerous types of 

motions in plants, which are essentially classed as paratonic (induced) and autonomic 

(spontaneous). Rapid plant movement refers to movement in plant structures that 

occurs in a very short period of time, generally less than one second. The Venus 

flytrap, for example, shuts its trap in roughly 100 milliseconds (Forterre et al., 2005). 

The bloom of the dogwood bunchberry unfolds its petals and shoots pollen in less 

than 0.5 milliseconds. The white mulberry tree presently holds the record, with 

flower movement requiring 25 microseconds, as pollen is launched from the stamens 

at speeds exceeding half the speed of sound, close to the theoretical physical 

limitations for plant motions (Taylor et al, 2006). Stomatal guard cells are unique as 

a plant cell model and provide a first look at signal integration in higher plants due to 

the depth of current information on ion transport and its control. A vast amount of 

evidence suggests that Ca2+ and H+ function separately to govern the gating of the K+ 

and Cl- channels that modulate solute flow for stomatal motions, collaborating with 

protein kinases and phosphatases. Oscillations in the cytosolic free Ca2+ 

concentration contribute to a signalling cascade, which is integrated into these events 

via a unique link with the membrane voltage for solute homeostasis (Blatt, 2000). 

 

5. Plants response to sound and music -Plants, unlike mammals, do not have specialized 

facilities for hearing sound, but a new study on Arabidopsis thaliana discovered that 

plants can detect predator sounds through small vibrations in their leaves and beef up 

their defense in response. The University of Missouri scientists discovered that a 

hearing mechanism in plants known as priming may be initiated only by sound. The 

study discovered that, despite not having typical brains or nervous systems, they can 

interact with one another and warn approaching danger to their neighbour’s by 

releasing chemicals into the air. Many scientific, statistically significant researches 

on the interesting association between sound and music and plants were described by 

Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird (1973). They believed that the appropriate 
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noises may significantly promote plant development while the wrong sounds can 

have the opposite effect. T.C. Singh of India's Annamalai University did several 

experiments with Indian plants and music, with astounding effects (Peter Tompkins 

and Christopher Bird, 1973). 

 

6. Allelopathy - Allelopathy is commonly considered to be the detrimental effect that 

one plant has on another plant as a result of toxins released into the environment. It 

is the positive or detrimental effects of one plant on another plant, including crop 

and weed species, caused by the release of biochemicals known as allelochemicals 

from plant components through leaching, root exudation, volatilization, residue 

decomposition, and other processes in both natural and agricultural systems. 

Allelochemicals are a subset of secondary metabolites that are not essential for the 

allelopathic organism's metabolism (growth and development). Plant defense against 

herbivory includes the use of allelochemicals with negative allelopathic effects 

(Stamp, 2003). Allelopathic inhibition is an intricate procedure that can involve 

mixing of various chemical classes such as phenolic substances, flavonoids, 

terpenoids, alkaloids, steroids, carbohydrates and amino acids, with mixtures of 

different compounds having a greater allelopathic effect than individual compounds 

alone. Tree allelochemicals have also been shown to have selective action on crops 

and other plants. For example, the miracle tree marketed in India for re-vegetation, 

soil and water conservation, and cattle nourishment includes a poisonous, non-

protein amino acid in its green leaves that hinders the development of other trees but 

not its own seedlings. Leucaena species are additionally proven to diminish wheat 

output while increasing rice yield. 

 

7. Crosstalk between Signaling Pathways in Plant Growth and Defense - Plants must 

optimally allocate resources to growth and defense in order to live. Recent plant 

genomics findings demonstrate that hormone signalling networks involved in growth 

and defense are interrelated, allowing plants to invest in growth when conditions are 

favorable or in defense when attacked. ABA optimizes water usage efficiency by 

regulating stomatal aperture during development while also acting as a switch in 

defense against herbivorous insects in plants that have been primed for Jasmonic 

acid (JA)-dependent defenses as a result of a previous assault resulting in water loss. 

Different hormonal signal signatures have been discovered depending on the kind of 
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assailant, leading in the activation of unique sets of transcription factors that operate 

as amplifiers in defense signalling cascades. The resulting priming against additional 

infection has relatively minor fitness costs in non-infected leaves of fungal, 

bacterium, or virus infected plants, which are balanced by the increased resistance 

advantages under pathogen pressure. Furthermore, plants may attract a specific 

group of soil bacteria that colonize the roots, drive plant development, and 

successfully guard plants against many types of belowground and aboveground pests 

by actively managing their root secretions in the form of carbon-rich exudates. 

Crosstalk between salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA), and ethylene (ET) 

dependent defenses and auxin, gibberellin, and cytokinin dependent growth 

signalling pathways produces a variety of interactions that balance growth, 

development, and defense against biotic and abiotic challenges (Loon, 2016). 

 

Problems 

Plants are assaulted with a plethora of signals. As a result, they have developed a 

wonderfully sophisticated system of receptors and signal transduction pathways that 

produce suitable reactions. The challenge in understanding plant behaviour stems from the 

fact that temporal scales differ from those of mammals. Plants operate in weeks and 

months, but humans function in seconds. Even though bamboos can grow a centimetre an 

hour, seeing this occurrence without recording equipment would be incredibly 

impossible. Botanists also have issues with using the terms like ‘plant intelligence’ since 

they make false assumptions about animal intelligence, which is sometimes associated 

with human intelligence, aside from the fact that mobility, rather than growth and 

development, is the primary mode of manifestation of animal intelligence, as described 

here for plants. 

 

Conclusion 

Intelligent behaviour is an emergent trait that arises from cellular interactions in 

plants, just as it is in animal brains. Plants respond brilliantly to environmental cues 

through movement and morphological changes. They also communicate well while 

aggressively fighting for resources. Unfortunately, no brain or neural network has been 

yet been uncovered. The processes within signalling pathways are thought to offer a 

physiological basis for learning and memory, as well as computation and problem 

solving. Recent breakthroughs in neurobiology and plant cell biology have shown some 
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striking parallels between plant cells and animal neurons. Plant Neurobiology, a 

relatively young science, now recognizes plants as knowledge-accumulating systems 

that exhibit many of the same behaviors as animals, but lacking eyes, hearing and an 

evident brain. Plant neurobiology seeks to understand how plants sense, remember and 

interpret their experiences, coordinating their behaviors through integrated information 

networks that include molecular, chemical and electrical signalling, and imprinting. 

However, further research is needed to elucidate the underlying processes. It is 

anticipated that this manifesto, which aims to create a road map for the foundation and 

growth of a specific area of study with its own personality, communicates a feeling of 

the need for integration as well as the exciting future that waits in this joint endeavour. 
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Introduction 

Apitherapy is an alternative medicinal practice that deals with uses of all 

honeybee products viz. honey, pollen, royal jelly and bee venom or apitoxin. The usage 

of different bee products, including bee venom and honey to cure human diseases was 

stated even in the holy books of the Bible and the Quran. ‘Honey bee venom’ (HBV) or 

‘Apitoxin’ of Apis mellifera is a colourless and bitter liquid, composed of a mixture of 

different proteins that are usually responsible for local inflammation after bee bites. It can 

produce wound as the sting of a worker bee punctures the human skin. The reaction of a 

person to the bee bite may vary according to its species. Bee venom is slightly acidic and 

causes mild pain as it produces some allergic reactions in most of the people. Venom 

from honeybees is produced in the venom glands of the worker bees and the queen bees, 

which are situated in the venom sac. The following figure shows the position of stings 

and venom sac of a honeybee: 

 

 

 

Most human deaths resulting from one or more bee bites are due to allergic 

reactions, heart failure or suffocation from swelling around the neck or the mouth.  But in 
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comparison to other human diseases, accidents and other unusual cases, deaths due to bee 

stings are rare, indicating that HBV is very safe for treating diseases in humans. 

 

Main compounds of bee venom 

The HBV is mainly composed of different types of peptides, histamine, melittin, 

phospholipase A2, hyaluronidase and acid phosphatase. Among them, the three most 

important allergens are phospholipase A2, hyaluronidase and acid phosphatase. The main 

component of bee venom responsible for pain in vertebrates is the toxin melittin. Apart 

from that, histamine and other biogenic amines may also contribute to pain and itching to 

human bodies. 

 

Therapeutic role of bee venom 

In Apitherapy different types of bee products, even venom, are used to treat and 

prevent illnesses, pain and more. The venom can be used in a number of ways and is 

available in many forms. For example, it can be added to products like extracts, 

supplements, moisturizers and serums. Bee venom injections can also be used by the 

healthcare professionals.  In addition, bee venom can be used in live bee acupuncture or 

bee-sting therapy, a treatment in which live bees are placed on human skin and the sting 

is induced.  

 

Uses & effectiveness of bee venom 

 Useful in arthritis: Bee venom may be useful in the management of arthritis. This 

theory was based on the swelling reducing properties or anti-inflammatory effects of 

bee venom and the observation that many beekeepers do not develop arthritis with 

ages.  

 Useful in multiple sclerosis (MS): Live bee stings can be used to improve multiples 

sclerosis. 

 Useful in Nerve pain. 

 Useful in painful, swollen tendons (tendonitis). 

 Useful in muscle swelling (inflammation). 

 Neurological diseases: Some research suggests that bee venom therapy may be helpful 

for reducing neurological diseases like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases.  
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 Useful in back pain: Bee venom, along with some traditional medication, significantly 

reduced pain and thus can improved the symptoms related to chronic lower back pain. 

 May fight against Lyme disease: Some research suggests that bee venom and isolated 

melittin have antimicrobial effects against Borrelia burgdorferi, responsible for Lyme 

disease.  

 Bee venom also contains some peptides like apamin and adolapin. Although they act 

as toxins, they have been shown to possess anti-inflammatory and pain-relieving 

properties too. 

 Additionally, it consists of phospholipase A2, an enzyme and major allergen that 

causes inflammation and cell damage. Nevertheless, according to some research, the 

enzyme may also have anti-inflammatory and immune-protective effects too.  

  Role of Melittin:  Melittin is a compound that consists of 26 amino acids and 

comprises about 50% of the dry weight of the venom which has been shown to have 

antiviral, antibacterial and anticancer effects in some studies. The antibacterial action 

of 1 mg melittin has an effect of 0.1 to 93 units of penicillin in gram-positive bacteria 

or 93 to 1,700 units of penicillin in gram-negative bacteria. Moreover, it has an 

excellent inflammation inhibition effect. Melittin induces the secretion of 

catecholamine and cortisone by stimulating the pituitary and adrenal gland system, 

resulting in an anti-inflammation effect. Recently, it has been found that it may kill 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), so that the spread of AIDS can be prevented, 

but the complete mechanism of melittin actions in the human body is not yet known. 

 Multiple skincare companies have started adding bee venom to their products like 

serums and moisturizers. This ingredient may promote skin health in several ways, 

including reducing inflammation, providing antibacterial effects and reducing 

wrinkles. 

 Severe acute respiratory syndrome: Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is characterized by 

severe cytokine storm syndrome following inflammation. A recent epidemiological 

study in China had shown that local beekeepers have a level of immunity against 

SARS-CoV-2 with and without previous exposure to the same virus. 

   

Side effects of bee venom 

Bee venom is safe for most people when injected under the skin by a trained 

medical professional. But some people might get redness and swelling where the 
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injection is given.  Other types of side effects are itching, anxiety, trouble in breathing, 

chest tightness, heart palpitations, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, sleepiness, 

confusion, fainting and low blood pressure.  

 

Conclusion 

Apitoxin or bee venom can be used to control various human diseases like 

arthritis, HIV, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease even cancer. But more research 

will be required in this field for more effective and safe applications of the said 

biomedicine. 
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‘DHONRAI CHARITA MANAS’: A LITERARY DOCUMENTATION OF 

GANDHIAN MYTH AND INDIAN INDEPENDENCE STRUGGLE 
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 One of the greatest creations of unparalleled Bengali novelist Satinath Bhaduri is 

‘Dhonrai Charita Manas’. The novel captures the life-struggle of a common person   

named ‘Dhonrai’ who belonged to Tatma tribe.  The novelist used two popular myths 

named ‘Gandhian Myth’ and ‘Ramayana’s Myth’ in an intricate way.  Even  Dhonrai  

had  a  golden   opportunity  to  meet  with  Mahatma  Gandhi. The  novelist  pictured  the  

real  vision  of  Non  Co-Operation  Movement and  Satyagraha Movement  in  remote 

rural  villages  of  Bihar.  Dhonrai  is  the  Central  Protagonist  character  as   projected  

by  the  author .   The  life-war  of  Dhonrai  and  the   impact  of  Gandhian Myth  and  

the  myth   ‘Rama-Rajya’  have  a  strong  and  everlasting  impression  in  the  novel. In 

this paper, the literary documentation of the so called Gandhian myth and Indian 

independence struggle has been evaluated.  

 

Impact  of  the  Gandhian  movement  in  the  mind  of  common  people  as  

pictured  in  the  novel   

The  main  occupation  of  the  Tatma  tribal  people  was  clearing  the  sand  

from  well  and  ‘gharami’,  that  is,  masonry.   Dhonrai was the son of Budhni and her 

anonymous husband.  After  the  death  of  Dhonrai’s  father, Budhni  married  another  

person  named  Babulal Chaprasi.  Bouka Bawa, i.e., Boba Baba who was a speech-

impaired saint, nurtured Dhonrai. Dhonrai married Rampiyari, i.e., Ramia but she 

betrayed him.  Dhonrai   departed from his birth place Tatmatuli and came to Koeritola.  

Here a widow named Sagia supported Dhonrai in his struggle.   

  

Roja,  Rojgar  and  Ramayana  are  the  three  main  life-forces of  Tatma  tribe.  

One  day  Robia  discovered  a  white    image  on  a  green  foreign  pumpkin , the image 

being that of Gandhiji.  Even a moustache was seen on it.  Tatma  people  thought  that  it  

was  the  ‘charisma’  of  so  called  ‘Ganhi Bawa’  or  ‘Gandhi  Baba’, i.e.,  Mahatma 

Gandhi.  They  thought  this  because  the  Tatma  people  were  submerged  in  the  

muddy  water  of  blind  superstition.  Bouka Bawa worshipped that pumpkin.  After all 
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on  that  ‘sacred’  day  Bouka Bawa  baptized  Dhonrai,  and  Dhonrai  was  renamed  

Dhonrai Bhakat  instead  of  Dhonrai Tatma.  Dhonrai became socially uplifted and he 

was turned equal with Reban Guni.  Dhonrai  used  to  sing  the  famous  Batohi  song for  

worshipping  Gandhi  Bawa.  Reban Guni was a fraud.  He  used  to  earn  money  by  

showing  the  pumpkin  with  the  image  of  Gandhiji,  with the  so  called  Gandhi  Bawa 

inscribed  on  it.  Thus  some  wicked  persons  made  their  profit  in  the  name  of  

Gandhi.   

  

According  to  the  villagers  of  rural  areas  of  Bihar, ‘Vote’ (Election)  was  

nothing  but  a  sacrificial  ceremony  for  establishing  the  most  awaiting  ‘Rama 

Rajya’.  This  misconception was  the  result  of the  prepared  planning of  party  

volunteers and  their  campaign. Dhonrai was greatly impressed by Gandhiji’s speech.  

Gandhiji, in   his  speech  in  Jirania said  that  the  cause  of  the  earthquake  in  1934  in  

Bihar  was  ‘paap’  i.e.  ‘Sin’ committed against the ‘Harijans’.  Inspired  by  Gandhiji’s  

speech  Dhonrai  participated  in  the  Quit  India  Movement,  1942. 

 

Gandhi bawa vs.  Gandhi:  the myth and the reality 

 According  to  Tatma  tribal  people  Gandhiji  was  a  super-natural powerful  

hero  who  was  the  successor  of  Ramachandra  as  in  Tulsidas’s  ‘Ram  Charita 

Manas’.  So  it was  not  possible  for  any  Government  to  send  Gandhiji  to  jail.  

Dhonrai  went  to  hear  the  speech  of  Gandhiji  with   a  lot  of  expectation. But one 

day he felt a barrier between him and Mahatmaji.  Moreover  he  identified  that  the  

barrier  was  being  put  up  by  some  wicked party men.  Gandhian  ideals  were  

valuable  and  Gandhi  wanted  to  reach  out  to  the  Common  people  but  could  not  

penetrate  the  barrier  created  by  some  Congress leaders  who  hankered  after  

political,  economic  and  social  profit.  Babusaheb Bachchan Singh was a cruel 

Zaminder.  He  sent  his  son  Ladli Babu  to join the Congress in  order  to  reign  on as  a  

Zaminder.  Actually  Bachchan  Singh  himself  was  the  power  behind  the  throne.  The  

land  reform   policy  of  the  first  Congress  Government  could  not  reach   the  grass-

root  people.  Even  Ladli Babu  unlawfully  captured  the post  of  Chairman  of  District  

Board,  disobeying  the  order  of  Congress  High  Command. Gandhiji  himself  

promised    that  he  would  bring  the  so  called  ‘Rama  Rajya’.  But  the  myth  of  

‘Rama  Rajya’ was  a  nothing  but  a  utopian  concept.  The rural India was influenced 

very much by Gandhiji’s words.  The  common  people,  particularly  the  Tatma  tribal  
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people  of  Bihar,  thought  that  Gandhiji  was  the ‘Avatar’  of  Ramachandra  of  

Ramayana and  he  himself  could  create  a  new  era  of  truth  and  justice  in  Kali 

Yuga.  They  defined  the  meaning  and  significance  of  Satyagraha in  their  own  way.  

  

When  a  gang  of  ‘volunteers’   of  Congress  used  to  come  in  Koeritola  for  

campaigning  the  Satyagraha movement,  the  local  tribal  and  rural  people  thought  

that  it  was  far  more  interesting  than  the  usual  stuff  of  their  own  festivals,  for  

example  the famous  ‘Ram khelia Dance’.   

 

Author commented:   

 “Satiyagirao temni daroga saheb na ele arombho hoe na.”  

      (Dhonrai Charita Manas, Page-217) 

 

Even Dhonrai did not understand the meaning of ‘Satiagira’, i.e., the Satyagraha.  

But  all  the  people  including  Dhonrai  was  mesmerized  by  the  magical  attraction  of  

Gandhi.  Dhonrai  wanted  to  devote  himself  as  a  soldier  of  the  ‘Raghupati  of  

Kaliyuga’  i.e.  Gandhi. 

 

Gandhiji  wrote  in  ‘Young  India’  that  if  he  had  the  opportunity  of  rebirth,  

he  would  prefer  to  born  in  Subaltern  class  and  he  would  try  his  best  to  serve  

these  socially  and  economically  distressed  people. This was his dream.   But there 

were many obstructions in the fulfilment of his noble desire. 

  

Interpretation 

‘Dhonrai Charita Manas’  chronicles  a  micro  history  of  Gandhian  period  and  

Indian  freedom  struggle.  The  plot  here  is  some  remote  villages  of  Bihar  of  that  

time  .  

  

W.H. Hudson  said  :  “Literature  is  a  vital  record  of  what  men  have  seen  in  

life,  what  they  have  experienced  of  it,  what  they  have  thought  and  felt  about  

those  aspects  of  it  which  have  the  most  immediate  and  enduring  interest  for  all  

of us.  It  is  thus  fundamentally  an  expression  of  life  through  the  medium  of  

language.” (An Introduction to the Study of Literature) 
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This comment is truly applicable for Satinath Bhaduri’s novel.  The novel leaves a 

deep impression upon the reader’s mind.  The  novel  is  not  a  political  ‘prescription’,  

it  is  an  elixir  of  life.  The  author’s  attitude  towards  life  is  positive  and  absolutely  

like  that  of  a  painter  towards   human  landscape.  He  painted  the  character  of  

Dhonrai  as  a  representative  of the subaltern  society. Formerly, Satinath Bhaduri was 

an active member of The Congress Party.  He devoted himself to social work and 

organized sava-samitis, i.e., campaigns at Tikapatti Ashram in Purnia, Bihar.  He was 

popularly known as ‘Bhaduriji’.  He was imprisoned many times by the British Colonial 

Government.  He left Congress and joined Congress Socialist Party.  But  still  later   he  

had  to  resign  from  that  party  as  well.  Bhaduriji did  not  surrender   his  conscience  

to  political  affiliation,  and  did  not  let  his  pen  to  be  subdued  by  the  so  called  

‘Dala-tantra’,  i.e.,   party-centric  system.  He  believed  in  the  power  of  common  

people  and  true  grass-root  democracy.  Dhonrai is the spokesman of his ideal ideas.  

The  author  did  not  want  to  hurt  any  reader’s  political  view.  He only imagined a 

political dust-free Country.  
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       বাাংলা অনুবাদে আধুননক সাংসৃ্কতসানিতযকারদের য াগোন প্রবিমান।নবাংশশতদক এমন নবদ্বানদের 

মদধয পনিত লক্ষ্মীকান্ত পঞ্চতীর্থ অনযতম।২০১৮ সালটি তাাঁর জন্মশতবানষথকী।পূবথদমনেনীপুদরর বরো গ্রাদমর এই 

নবদ্বজ্জন মাত্র ১৬ বছর বয়দসই বযাকরণতীর্থ উপানধ লাভ কদরন।তত্পশ্চাত্ কাবয,পুরাণ,সাাংখ্য ও তকথ শাদে 

উপানধ লাভ কদরন।পরবতীকাদল নতনন বঙ্গীয় সাংসৃ্কত সানিতয পনরষদের পূবথদমনেনীপুর শাখ্ায় অধযাপনাকদমথ 

নন ুক্ত িন। তাাঁর রবীন্দ্রনার্ ঠাকুদরর ননবথানিত কনবতার সাংসৃ্কত অনুবাে ‘ননর্থ র শীকরম্’ যেশ পনত্রকায় 

প্রশাংনসত িদয়নছল এককাদল।  

 

আদলানিতবয গ্রন্থটি ২০০৪এ প্রর্ম মুনিত িদলও পরবতী সাংস্করণ প থন্ত অগ্রসর িদত যপদরদছ নকনা জানা 

 ায় নন।নামপত্র পরবতী পৃষ্ঠায় রিনয়তা ও প্রকাশদকর য াগাদ াদগর সমস্ত তর্য ননভথ রদ াগযতা িানরদয়দছ,তর্য 

য াঁদে যকাদনা সারা যমদলনন।কমথদেদত্র অনযা যকারণবশতঃ কতৃথ পে কতৃথ ক বৃনি রদে অপমাননত,অপেস্থ 

লক্ষ্মীকান্ত পঞ্চতীর্থ সাংসার বাাঁিাদত ও ননজ সম্মান পুনরুদ্ধাদরর তানগদে সাংসৃ্কতসানিদতযর ধ্রুবতারা কানলোসদক 

আেশথ কদর যেবী সরস্বতীদকই েতূ রূদপ কতৃথ পদের কাদছ(১৯৫৫ সাদল) যপ্ররণ কদরন।সাংসৃ্কত  রিনাটি্

পত্রাকাদর কমথদেদত্র কতৃথ পদের সমু্মদখ্ যপ্রনরত িদয়নছল আর বাাংলা অনুবােটি  জীবদনর সায়দে এদস যনিাতই 

নতক্ত সৃ্মনতর যরামন্থদন তানিত িদয় গ্রন্থাকাদর অনুবাে সি মূল যলাকগুনলর উপস্থাপনা কদরদছন গ্রন্থকার।মুখ্বদে 

বলদছন— ‘কনতপয়দলাকাত্মকঃ কশ্চন কাবযগ্রন্থঃ’। এই কাবযও ‘কনশ্চত্’ দ্বারাই আরম্ভ িদয়দছ।দম েদূত ‘গন্তবযা 

যত বসনতরলকা’।এখ্াদন ‘গন্তবযা যত পনরষেনিরম্’(৬নাং যলাক)।মিাকনব কানলোদসর খ্িকাদবযর সাদর্ তুলনা 

আসদবই বুদর্ নতনন যকৌশদলই আদরা বলদছন-‘মিাকনবকানলোসকৃতদম েতূসরনণমনুসৃতয মন্দাক্রান্তাবৃদিন 

মদয়োং প্রণীতম্’।           

 

মানুষ মাদত্রই ষিনরপুর অধীন।পরশ্রীকাতর নবদ্বানবযনক্ত  খ্ন েমতার েদপথ বলীয়ান িন তখ্ন ঈষথার 

বনলও িন যকাদনা নবদ্বানই।উচ্চারদণর সাদর্ সাদর্ নীনতকর্া নবলীন িদয়  ায় এমন ঈষথানিত নবদ্বাদনর 

মুদখ্।নীনতশতদকর এই ভাবই বাণীেদূতর সমগ্র শরীর জদুি পনরসু্ফে িদয়দছ। লক্ষ্মীকান্ত নমশ্র(পেবী নামপত্র 

পরবতী পৃষ্ঠায় একমাত্র উদেখ্ করা িদয়দছ)পঞ্চতীদর্থর আত্মকর্ামূলক খ্িকাবযটি তাই েঃুখ্াত্মক,তদব অবশযই 
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েঃুখ্ান্তক নয়।ননোরুণ সদতযর জীবন্ত েনলল বানীেতূ একাধাদর নবাংশশতকীয় েতূকাবয ও একনবাংশশতকীয় 

বাাংলা অনুবাে সানিতয। রিনয়তা স্বয়াং অনুবােক।মুখ্বদে সাংসৃ্কত ভাষা ও যেবনাগরী নলনপ বযবিার কদর স্রষ্টা 

তাাঁর সৃনষ্টর যনপর্যকানিনী সাংদেদপ বযক্ত কদরদছন পাঠদকর সুনবধাদর্থ। 

 

৪৭টি যলাকনবনশষ্ট কাবযটি যম েদূতর অনুকরদণ মন্দাক্রান্তা ছদন্দ ‘কনশ্চত্’ নেদয় শুরু িদয়দছ।রিনয়তা 

পনরবারদক উত্সগথ কদরদছন খ্িকাবযটি।‘নমশ্র’পেবী নতনন উপনামপদত্র বযবিার কদরদছন।পুনর্ শশলীদত 

উপস্থাপনা গ্রন্থটির সজ্জাদক আলাো মাত্রা এদন নেদয়দছ।সমগ্র গ্রদন্থ সাংসৃ্কত ভাষার অাংশগুনল যেবনাগরী িরদে 

মুনিত িদয়দছ। তদব বইটি মুিণপ্রমাদে ভরা।মলাদে নশদরানাদম অন্তযস্থ ব এর স্থাদন বগীয় ব মুনিত 

িদয়দছ।মুখ্বদে সাংসৃ্কত ভাষায় মুিণ প্রমাে লেণীয়। র্া- ‘পেবীমনারূঢ়মনপ’-এর পনরবদতথ  ‘পেবী মনারূঢ় 

মনপ’,এইরূদপ ‘সরনণ মনুসৃতয’, ‘সভাপনত মকাষুথঃ’, ‘যতষা মনন্তদকষু’, ‘পাঠকা যশ্চত্’, ‘মুনিত নমমাং’ ইতযানে।পৃষ্ঠা 

১০,১২,১৮,৩৮,৪০,৪৪,৪৬,৫২,৫৪,৫৬,৬২,৮২,৯০,৯২-র সাংসৃ্কত যলাকগুনল (নবদশষতঃ লুপ্ত অ,সনে,আ-কার 

সম্বেীয়) ও পৃষ্ঠা ২৫এর বঙ্গানুবাে মুিণ প্রমাে ুক্ত।খ্িকাবযটির অনুবাে মধযমমাদনর।মুখ্বে ও আত্মপনরিয় 

সাংসৃ্কত ভাষাদতই সীমাবদ্ধ যরদখ্দছন।তদব পশ্চাত্ মলাদে বঙ্গভাষায় আত্মপনরিদয়র তজথ মা যেখ্া  ায়।তাাঁর 

কাদবয প্রকৃনতর বণথনা (যলাকসাংখ্যা ১৫ যর্দক ২১), পত্নীর প্রনত ভাদলাবাসা ও কতথ বয (৭ নাং যলাক) েুদে উদঠদছ 

খু্ব সুন্দর ভাদব।২১ নাং যলাদকর পর মূল  েনাকর্দন প্রনবষ্ট িদয়দছন।৪৪নাং যলাদক যছকানুপ্রাদসর বযবিার 

মদনাগ্রািী।৪৫নাং যলাদক কতৃথ পদের মন পাওয়ার প্রসদঙ্গ বউমা-শাশুনরর উপমাটি  র্া র্।মন্দাক্রান্তা ছদন্দর 

বুনদন নলখ্নশশলী সাবলীল ও প্রাঞ্জল।মুিণপ্রমাদের কাাঁো যবদছ সরল সাংসৃ্কত যলাদক অবগািন করা য দতই 

পাদর।বইটির বাাঁধাই,অলাংকরণ নিিাকষথক।কাগদজর গুণমান প্রশাংসািথ । 

 

আনর্থক প্রনতকূলতাবশতঃ লক্ষ্মীকান্ত পঞ্চতীদর্থর যবশ নকছু গ্রন্থ অমুনিত অবস্থায় ছনিদয় আদছ নবনভন্ন 

পত্রপনত্রকায়।এই তর্য রিনয়তা স্বয়াং বাণীেতূ-এর মুখ্বদে প্রোন কদরদছন।উক্ত গ্রন্থটির ভনবষযত্ সাংস্করণ ও 

অনযানয গ্রন্থগুনলর ভনবষযদত প্রকাশ আশা করাই  ায় তাাঁর জন্মশতবানষথকী পরবতী সমদয়।   

 

বাণীেতূম (মূল সাংসৃ্কত কাবয এবাং বাাংলা অনুবাে) 

পনিত লক্ষ্মীকান্ত পঞ্চতীর্থ 

অমৃতদলাক সানিতয পনরষে, ৫০/- 
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